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Reviewer 1: -- 

1. In several sections sentences has spelling and grammar mistakes, which 

needs to be corrected. 

2. In several sections sentences has space problem, which needs to be 

corrected. 

3. Proper sentence construction in several sections to be modified. 

Actual Suggested 

AI-ML approaches, their utilized regions, they 

based upon their ability to learning. learn 

In today's globe, global 

reports created in several resources with 

The produced design is qualified along with product 

must assess the recently acquired listed below info under 

also determine their rule or the covert expertise determines 

business people at a range of degrees have in 

In auto cordless network, an 

Data collecting is done through using collected 

done through using measurement reduction procedure the 

activities based upon taken full advantage taking 

(QL) function to relative the depended of 

deduces types from documents moves, of 

the performance to a particular project. of 

significant volumes of info goes by the other. with 
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subject ML designs at the range, in 

in addition to essential elements, is gotten Figure getting 

addition to aids real-time obtain accessibility to vast access 

consumer accreditations as well as get accessibility to options access 

3. ListOfValues: of 

artificial intelligence and also cloud computing is undoubtedly also 

available source locations both keep present-day keeps 

anticipate for the needs of computationally extreme computational 

within the situation of ML documents prep work document 

revealing the rational function in powerful series to anticipate a 

approaches to embrace with the drifts ideally idealism 

The choice is occurred based upon the most occurring 

higher security specifications. highest 

addition to communication layers are flexible to several is 

making use of fulfilment leads either online lead 

(e.g. an expert that researches an image) An 

growths in a competent as well as coping with cope 

numerous tools in addition to several possessions. positions 

along with make adapters alongside making 

massaging of consumption for unrivalled rate as rates 

also exposed capability in favour of the favor 

yet furthermore to become put part 

the demand for ahead of time possessions, positions 

Along with the flexibility of remote gain access to remotely 
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they may function undistracted to produce instructed 

their problem-area knowledge to examination examine 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comments to Editor : 

1. After modifying the content, paper can be accepted for possible 

publication. 
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Reviewer 2: -- 

1. Paper should be written in JMCMS Journal format.  

2. References and in-text citations are not in JMCMS format. More 

references should be included and sequentially/adequately arranged, as 

cited in the text. 

3. In many places, sentences are started with abbreviations. When it is 

introduced for the first time, the full form should be given. 

4. Authors need to Modify Abstract and conclusion more appropriately. 

5. In section three, sentences end with few numbers of the full stop, 

which needs to be removed. 

6. Conflict of interest regarding article  should be mention in the text. 

Comments to Editor : 

1. After modifying the content, paper can be accepted for possible 

publication. 
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Reviewer 3: -- 

1. Paper should be written in JMCMS Journal format.  

2. References and in-text citations are not in JMCMS format. More 

references should be included and sequentially/adequately arranged, as 

cited in the text. 

3. Authors need to describe the literature survey in introduction section 

more elaborately 

4. The Abstract and conclusion are needed  to be Modified in accordance  

to fulfill the paper aim. 

5. Conflict of interest regarding article  should be mention in the text. 

Comments to Editor : 

1. After modifying the content, paper can be accepted for possible 

publication. 

 

 

 

 

Regards 

Editorial Manager 

 

[Note: This is a computer-generated Report hence, no need of any 

Signature.] 
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